
 

 

Leading UN Peace Operations: Sustainable peace ‘is not a problem’ 
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The stakes of leading peace operations are high. The context is charged with polarising views and 

forces. Diverse local, national and international actors are forced together under the most 

challenging and complex of circumstances. Generals, warlords, peace activists, police, clergy, donors, 

diplomats, NGOs, monitors, community leaders, bureaucrats, etc., somehow must collectively lead to 

peace. Leading effectively is crucial. Yet there are few UN missions that can claim greater successes 

than failures in meeting what experienced persons see as nearly impossible mission mandates.  

So it is not surprising that the role of leadership and its development in peace operations is under 

scrutiny. How can it be more effective? How can we better develop our leaders? Progress in 

answering this question translates directly into impact on people’s lives, livelihoods and the welfare 

of future generations.  

Leadership development often focuses on characteristics, styles and practices of individuals and 

teams. In other words, who and how one leads. This is also true in peacekeeping training. The GCSP-

CCL Leadership Alliance offers many courses and resources in these areas. And the Alliance also 

recognises the need to complement a leader-centred developmental approach with a focus on 

leading in the presence of ‘polarising tensions.’ Or on a specific context of ‘what’ is being led. 

Drawing on research and practice, this brief presents the view that leading in polarised tensions is 

not only about problem solving. It is increasingly about leading tensions that recur and have no 

solution, per se. In fact, taking a problem solving approach, or mindset, to polarised tensions can 

rather perpetuate a cycle of undesirable outcomes caused by the oscillation between the negative 

outcomes of over-focussing on one side of a tension at a given time. Imposing a ‘wicked-problem-

solving’ mindset onto situations filled with non-solvable tensions is called into question.  

First let’s distinguish between leading change and leading tensions or polarities. Change is a process. 

Change has a defined beginning (current state) and an end (future state). Much like a problem has. 

At a UN peace operations mandate level, this view is precisely relevant. The aim is to move from 

conflict instability to post-conflict stability. The challenge we face, however, is that post-conflict 

stability can be characterised as an ongoing equilibrium of tensions rather than a ‘resolution of a core 

set of wicked problems’. Efficient administration AND representative governance; justice AND peace; 

adopting international norms AND preserving local customs; achieving shorter term security 

imperatives (disarmament) AND advancing longer term security reform; advancing host country 

interests AND integrating into regional institutions/economy; etc. All of these tensions are never 

really solved. They are rather advanced in an effective equilibrium. Isn’t the challenge of civilisation 

to leverage these tensions to the benefit of as many as possible for as long as possible? Leveraging, 

for example, the tension between justice & retribution AND long-standing peace & security after 

violent conflict, can take decades and generations of carefully navigating tensions and wounds. 

Emphasising justice & retribution to the neglect of establishing long-term joint and inclusive 

production of peace & security, history shows in the long-term, keeps a cycle of violence in motion. 



An oscillation of violence and quietness is punctuated not by positive peace per se, but rather by a 

negative peace that swings the subjugation of different groups. Isn’t the invention of the Modern 

Nation State ultimately an (one) apparatus to, in theory, lead through such tensions? Following a set 

of common principles? Built to establish and sustain peaceful and productive equilibrium within and 

between other states? When war prevails it must be replaced by peace. For peace to be sustained, 

polarised tensions are not ‘resolved’ but rather led as tensions. Otherwise, history shows that peace 

fades.  

This remains of this brief simply present an approach to leading polarised tensions as support for the 

6th annual 2018 EAPTC meeting held in Geneva. It is therefore necessarily a brief in support of 

sessions at the 2018 EAPTC Annual meeting.  

 

What polarities are and an example of how we can address them. 

Polarities are a class of interdependent forces or tensions that persist over time. They do not subside. 

Activity and rest is an example of a polarity. Too much physical/mental activity to the neglect of 

physical/mental rest is degenerative. And its interdependent corollary is that too much rest to the 

neglect of activity is also degenerative. Striking the right equilibrium between activity and rest 

becomes generative: we get stronger or more astute. Note equilibrium is not the same as equal. We 

don’t need 8 hours of physical training and 8 hours of sleep. The equilibrium depends on us and our 

goals. Training for a marathon requires a different equilibrium of activity and rest than training for 

yoga flexibility. Think, equilibrium and remember it is not the same as ‘equal’.  

A classic humanitarian tension is the tension between short- and long-term focus. Focus on long-

term to the neglect of short-term, and your effort will likely stumble. Focus on short-term to the 

neglect of longer-term, and as the world changes your effort will likely become obsolete or your 

resilience evaporate. Both short- and long-term attention are interdependent. Now consider 

disarmament and security. The benefits of disarmament are clear. The need for security is also clear. 

Achieving both disarmament and security is a leveraged equilibrium of tactics used in this tension. 

Polarity     Problems  

Interdependent values/forces  Clear endpoint/resolution 

Recurring/ongoing/no-endpoint  Solvable 

Not ‘solvable’ per se   Usually of a technical nature 

 

A polarity is never solved. To be clear, there are many problems in peace operations to solve. 

Logistical, operational, medical assistance, etc. But polarities exist, too.  

Addressing Polarities 

There is a process for addressing polarities:  we must see them, map them, assess/monitor them to 

leverage them for a higher purpose. This process extends stakeholder mapping into a dynamic 

enterprise that persists as long as there exists shared higher purpose (like peace for example).  

Seeing: distinguish polarities from problems. Is it chronic? Is ‘this versus that’ language used? Are 

there competing possible outcomes? Or is there a common goal, yet divergence in how to achieve it? 

What is the shared common purpose? What are shared fears? 

Mapping: This is a stepped process: Identify a common goal (peace?) and a common fear 

(persecution?). Identify the ‘poles’: disarmament and security reform.  



Assessing: Identify upsides of disarmament AND upsides of security reform. Identify downsides of 

over-focusing on disarmament to the neglect of security reform and the downsides of over-focusing 

on security reform to the neglect of disarmament.  

Leveraging: Agree on action steps for the upsides, and early warnings for the downsides. Assign 

responsibility for ‘doing and monitoring’. 

Below is a polarity map of a special circumstance: Immigration tensions in Germany. It is at a high-

level. Many countries face this challenge. Migration happens. It will not disappear. Attempting to 

block it creates other problems. It is chronic, has no endpoint, and there is no magic ‘fix’. A key 

polarity in a country facing this is that of having both core culture AND open culture. Not either or.   

 

In the map you will see: common purpose at the top, upsides to both open and core culture, 

downsides to over-focusing on open culture to the neglect of core culture and downsides of focusing 

on core culture to the neglect of open culture. Action steps are identified for attaining the upsides of 

both open AND core culture. Early warning signs of neglecting either core or open cultural values are 

also identified. Study the map. Then think of a) seeing, mapping, assessing and leveraging a polarity 

in your work.1 

Summary: the GCSP-CCL Leadership Alliance in collaboration with the GCSP Cluster on Peace 

Operations and Peacebuilding hear, now, almost daily resounding recognition that leadership 

development in peace operations most definitely requires a better means of addressing tensions that 

goes beyond stakeholder interest mapping. Our view is that leveraging polarities is a missing element 

to leadership development. It complements so much, puts stakeholder mapping in a dynamic context 

and helps us revisit the nature of ‘wicked problems’ in a useful manner that is trainable and engaging 

of stakeholders themselves.  

  

                                                            
1 This paper contains insights and tools developed in collaboration with the Polarity Partnerships, LLC. This map 
was developed by Michael Buchmann. 
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About the GCSP-CCL Alliance for 
Advancing Leadership in Peace and Security 

 
 

The GCSP-CCL Leadership Alliance is a first-of-its-kind partnership 
between the Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP) and the Centre 
for Creative Leadership (CCL). It was created to advance the 
effectiveness of leadership in public, private, and civil society 
organisations: especially those dedicated to advancing peace and 
security. 

 
Housed at the GCSP’s headquarters in Geneva, the 

Leadership Alliance combines expertise in executive education and 
leadership development with in-depth knowledge of peace and 
security policy. Through innovative open enrollment courses and 
thought-leadership events, it advances leadership understanding 
and capabilities, at each level of impact. It offers customised 
programmes to governmental, civil society and international 
organisations worldwide while building a global community of 
leaders that connects professional and geographical silos.  

 
The GCSP Cluster on Peace Operations and Peacebuilding 

and its Geneva Peace Operations Laboratory (GPOL) delivers leading 
senior and operational level courses on peace operations and 
peacebuilding. The GPOL serves as a go to incubating platform for 
innovative peace operations and peace-building policy, principles, 
doctrine and research development, and facilitate and supports 
critical dialogues in support of better peace operations and 
peacebuilding efforts and interventions. 
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